


could translate simple ideas into unbelievably exciting

creations — creations that could lead to discontinuities in

the current form of lifestyle, bringing enhanced conveniences

and novelties to our daily life.  Challenging the norms,

questioning the orthodoxy, and asking the appropriate

questions (not the obvious ones) can lead to the discovery

of a myriad of new possibilities.  Macao at crossroads  can

certainly use a good dose of creativity, entrepreneurship,

and innovation to venture to new territories.

Fanny Vong, PhD
President
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The word entrepreneurship

has often been associated with

setting up business ventures

(especially small ones) by risk-

taking individuals who put great

ideas into action.  The word

carries a wider meaning in

today s business world with

c o m p a n i e s  b r e e d i n g

intrapreneurs  and believing in the power of a creative mind

more than the business acumen of veteran executives.  The

former President of IFT, Dr. Virginia Trigo, has recently

visited the Institute during her trip to Asia and enlightened

us on the new understanding of the term - everyone can be

an entrepreneur, and you don t have to set up a business to

be one.

Entrepreneurship is a behaviour, an attitude, and an outlook

on life.  As such, entrepreneurship does not get stifled in

seemingly rigid and bureaucratic structures.  One good idea

can initiate a series of creative changes in the current form

of work and lead to higher effectiveness.  Its twin, innovation,
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President s message

Interview with Dra. Virginia Trigo

Former IFT President,
Dra. Virginia Trigo is now
the Director of China
P r o g r a m m e s  a n d
P r o f e s s o r  i n  t h e
D e p a r t m e n t  o f
Management  a t  the
Instituto Superior de
Ciencias do Trabalho e
da Empresa, Lisboa,
Portugal.  Her views on

innovation and creativity in the workplace may challenge
some traditions, yet the vitality and hope that flows within
all she puts forth is not only admirable but promising.  After
sharing a brief amount of time with her, I came away feeling
both excited and rejuvenated.

T:  Which changes have created the strongest impression
on you (while visiting Macao)?

Dra:  I was here from 1989 to 2001 — intense, transitional
years politically, economically and socially; now, I come
every two to three years and only for a couple of days so
my perceptions of Macao may be misrepresentative.

At that time, Macao was a small city with a very human
dimension; you could walk around all of Macao in one
morning and everything was in your arm s reach. I remember
while filming our 1st movie to promote IFT there was this
unexpected environment   a dog poking his head out 
he just popped out from a small door in a very small alley,
as if from another era.  Always such surprises.

I also think that Macao had to find a way.  At that time many
people were writing and discussing scenarios for Macao s
future.  The development plan that was selected, casinos,
has generated wealth, that s no doubt!

T:  You were a part of that transition. Please discuss your
leadership role and responsibilities as then IFT president?

Dra:  Well, IFT was an incredible experience. One situation
we had here in Macao was that, compared to other places
elsewhere, we had not much constraint on financial
resources.    This is something that may limit creativity. So
I learned to always figure a budget.  It doesn t matter if we
have 40,000, let s do it with 10,000. Let s push it to our limits.
Everything is possible - if you want something very much
and if you have people who help you.

When we started IFT in 1995 it had excellent conditions in
terms of infrastructures. I had been writing some articles on
these diverse futures that Macao could have, and one of
them was the triple T: tourism, transportation, and
telecommunications, and it was perhaps because of these
articles that I got selected to come here.

We had one problem; this place was called Hac Gwai San.
  I remember Doris (Ip) saying, Well, you know, we have a
very bad name.  It is what the population has been calling it
for 30 or 40 years.

So we studied the problem and decided we had to change
the name of the place in people s minds.  But, how could
we change the name AND the perception of the public?
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We had to go to two publics — the taxi drivers and the general
public.

Doris and other colleagues had the idea of having English
cassettes in the taxis to teach the drivers.   The tapes had
things like, Hello, how are you; this is the Ah Ma temple;
this is the Kun Iam temple,  and then every 30 seconds it
would say, This is an offer from Loi Yau Hok Yun,    because
we wanted to change the name of the Institute from Hac
Gwai San  to Loi Yau Hok Yun.    We invited the association
of taxis to come here.  We called the TV and the press. We
put this idea on the taxi associations, not on us by saying,
These taxi associations are so concerned about improving
the English skills of their drivers that they have this wonderful
idea.

They really embraced it. Then, we offered these cassettes
with an accompanying booklet. One by one they were
coming here to get the tapes!  This was not enough, so
many of us decided to take taxis for a certain period of time,
and instead of asking them to come to Mong Ha San  we
would ask for Loi Yau Hok Yun.  And they would say,   Wah?
Loi Yau Hok Yun  - you mean,  Mong Ha San;   Hac Gwai
San?   We would say, No, Loi Yau Hok Yun!

Then for the public, we did one minute with IFT  on the
radio every day at 9 o clock.  And we told very interesting
stories about Macao, all in one minute, very touching stories.
And, of course this was a tremendous work from our staff;
so we had 365 stories.  After some time they requested,
This is so interesting; we would like to have a column once
a week with a summary of all these small stories that you
tell!

So after one or two years we had changed the perception
of the public!  It was very effective because at that moment
we needed to create the name out of nothing. This is really
a very interesting case study.

These past four days I was at a conference in Guangzhou.
They had a case study competition, dividing us into groups
of four people; I was the older person in the group, with
three younger colleagues, all Chinese.  I said, Well, I have
a case for you.   That was this case.  After hearing it, they
all said, Wow, this is a very interesting situation of
knowledge transfer from your employees to you.  You were
ignorant of the situation, and they had to transfer the
knowledge to you.  Let s use this one!   We won first prize!

T:  What sort of projects are you now active in?

Dra:  I m working on several projects now, but probably the
most important is called COEUR;  it s a French word that
means heart  - but which means competence in Euro-
preneurship.  I am joined by a group of five colleagues from
different universities in Europe (this is a European Union
sponsored project) to create an idea of a Euro-preneur  - a
person who thinks not in terms of a 10 million person market,
but in terms of 540 million people, which is the population
of the European Union.   This is a question of changing the

mindset.  This is one area of development; it is another
example that people do not need to move.  We teach one
course simultaneously in six different universities in Portugal,
Germany, Czech Republic, Poland, France and Scotland.
We teach it virtually; the students make virtual groups and
do not meet face-to-face.  Still they come up with wonderful,
creative ideas.

I m also in charge of China programs, so I come to China
quite often.  We have exchange programs with many
universities there, and also one with the University of Macau.
We have doctoral students in China and master students
too.

T:  What do you hope audience members will take away
from your presentations here at IFT today?

Dra:  That entrepreneurship is not an occupation, it is a
behaviour.  Whether working for other people, or in our
personal lives, it is about being innovative, being pro-active
and taking risks.  The other idea is that this 21st century is
one of entrepreneurship and creativity because the
situations we are facing are so complex.

The models that we had from the past are no longer useful
for the new challenges we are facing.    We have to change
our ways of thinking.   In the past we thought in terms of or;
 so, I can do this or that.   But nowadays, we have to think
in terms of and.   We need to be fast and slow.  So, we
need to have paradoxes combined.  We need to be creative
in order to combine such paradoxes.

We have taken for granted that transportation will continue
to progress in a linear manner, by assuming that people will
continue to travel more and more.  But, I doubt this.  Some
people worry or feel guilty about taking a trip because of
negative effects on the environment.  This could become a
threat to tourism as we know it.  Business travellers may
not need to travel as frequently as they did in the past due
to teleconferences.

In tourism, we need to be everywhere and we cannot move.
We should not move; maybe we can, but we should not
move. So, how to solve this paradox?  That is the tourism
challenge we now have.

Tom Wilhelm
Editor
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Macao, an emerging Mecca of events, hosted a four-day
Executive Certificate in Event Management at IFT, from 6
to 9 May.  The programme was designed to provide key
skills and knowledge associated with the creation and
delivery of corporate, private and public events.  It was
organised by IFT and the Australian Centre for Event
Management (ACEM) of the University of Technology,
Sydney - one of the world s train-the-trainer powerhouses
in event management.

Mr. Johnny Allen and Mr. Warwick Hamilton, respectively
Foundation Director and Associate of ACEM, and Mr. Eric
Chang, an IFT associate, filled the course with countless
examples, case studies, and recollections from decades of
experience in the event business.

Twenty-seven event professionals from hotels, event
companies, universities, gaming consortiums, and related
government departments joined journalists interested in the
field to learn from this spectacular event.

They found the examples and experiences shared by the
speakers especially useful.  In an interview with local media,
Ms. Catarina Pontes, from the Macau Government Tourist
Office, said I learnt a lot of useful and practical tips and
tricks from the course.

Up skilling event professionals for Macao

In April, Ms. Catherine Lam, researcher from the Department
of Management and Marketing, The Hong Kong Polytechnic
University, presented her research study entitled, My
supervisor and I are both exhausted: Supervisors  emotional
exhaustion and service climate as moderators of the
relationship between subordinates  emotional exhaustion.
The study investigated how supervisors  emotional
exhaustion and service climate jointly influence the
relationship between subordinates  emotional exhaustion
and their (appropriate) emotional display at work.  Data
collected from 211 supervisor-subordinate dyads from 56
fashion chain stores revealed that the relationship between
subordinates  emotional exhaustion and emotional display
was negative when supervisors  emotional exhaustion was
high and service climate was low.  This relationship was
not significant for any other combinations of supervisors
emotional exhaustion and service climate.

Inter-institutional research collaboration
Ms. Lam is a keen researcher involved in various projects
examining state-owned telecommunication companies in
China, voluntary organisations, international retailing chain
stores and international cosmetic chain stores.

Additionally, we have started to cooperate in a research
project Team Work Attitude, Emotion, and Team Behaviour.
  This project investigates how team attitude (e.g.

cooperative team climate) influences students  emotions,
which in turn affect team helping and harming behaviour.

Simon Chan
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Ms. Priscilla Leong from a major local event organiser, MM
Marketing, pointed out that the course taught her how to
plan and implement things in a much more organised and
professional way.  It helps me understand the industry more,
 said Ms. Leong.  Ms. Pamela Chan, from the Event

Department of Crown Macau, found the around-the-world
examples in the programme and case-study videos thought-
stimulating.

As a participant, I soaked up  the essence of experience
shared by the instructors.  I also highly valued the humor-
ous and impressive teaching style of Mr. Hamilton, who
trained not only for event business, but also theatre
performance.  Before participating in the programme, I was
unable to see an event on such a holistic level.  Now I can
have a macro view, yet, at the same time, pay attention to
the nano details associated with an event.  What I found
most useful were the ready-to-use forms and materials
shared by Mr. Allen and the other speakers.  I can use them
right away for my future events with only minor modifications.

Based on the positive outcome of the course and the
surging event business in the region, IFT is preparing to
run the Executive Certificate in Event Management
regularly in Macao.  More advanced workshops on selected
event management themes are also being planned.  Event
professionals who want to join our next course may keep
an eye on the IFT website, or email Ms. Veronica Lam
(veronica@ift.edu.mo) of our event team to book a seat.

William Wong
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Participants seek professional training to meet the challenges of

event industry in Macao
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Brainstorming for the advancment of Heritage Education

Dr. Fanny Vong was invited to participate in a Directors
Retreat in Chiang Mai organised by the Getty Conservation
Institute, UNESCO and SEAMEO-SPAFA (Regional Centre
for Archaeology and Fine Arts under the aegis of the South
East Asian Ministers for Education Organization) on Built
Heritage Conservation in Asia Pacific:  Advancing Education.
The purpose of the retreat was to gather heritage programme
educators, administrators, and built heritage conservation
architects and practitioners to review the current state of
education and curriculum design in built heritage
conservation and to improve future programmes
and pedagogic methods.

Participants discussed current gaps in built heritage
conservation education, pointing out that heritage
conservation is a cross-disciplinary subject that draws on
expertise from architecture, archaeology, sociology, history,
management and even tourism.  However, there seems to
be inadequate recognition of such inter-disciplinary linkages.

Conference attendance
Dr. Fanny Vong, Prof. Leonardo Dioko and Mr. Ubaldino
Sequeira Couto presented at the 2 nd International
Colloquium on Tourism & Leisure  held in Chiang Mai,
Thailand on 5 - 8 May.  The titles of their papers are:
Profiling Players and Non-players on Demographics,

Gambling Attitudes and Perceived Gaming Impacts  by Dr.
Fanny Vong
Packaging  Heritage for Tourism: Modelling the Effects on
the Practice and Transmission of Intangible Heritage  by
Prof. Leonardo Dioko
Students  Perceptions of Tourism Internship Programmes

in Macao  by Mr. Ubaldino Sequeira Couto.

Prof. Hilary du Cros and Dr. Sharif Shams Imon presented
at the Heritage 2008 International conference: World
Heritage and Sustainable Development  held in Douro,
Portugal on 7 - 9 May.  The titles of their papers are:
Cultural Heritage Managers  Perceptions of the Extrinsic

Values of World Heritage Sites in China  by Prof. Hilary du
Cros
Managing Change in a World Heritage City: Case Studies
from Macao, China  by Dr. Sharif Shams Imon.

Dr. Pedro Moreira presented his paper: A mega-event inside

the Great Wall of China: Expectations and possible impacts
of the Beijing 2008 Olympic Games  at the 1st Annual
Colloquium Olympic Legacy: People, Place, Enterprise held
in London, UK on 8 - 9 May.

Dr. Sharif Shams Imon presented his paper: Cultural
Heritage Specialist Guide Training and Certification
Programme  at the Sixth World Archaeological Congress
held in Dublin, Ireland on 29 June — 4 July.
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From left: Inaciso Chan, Dr. Fanny Vong, Dr. Richard Engelhardt (UNESCO

Regional Advisor for Culture in Asia and the Pacific) and Ms. Montira Horayangura

(Program Specialist, Office of the UNESCO Regional Advisor for Culture in

Asia and the Pacific)

Some participants argued that more practical experiences
such as fieldwork and project-based learning should be fully
incorporated into built heritage conservation programmes
and courses.

Another issue in built heritage conservation is that, in some
universities, it is housed under other seemingly related
disciplines such as architecture. The participants agreed on
a few core subject areas for built heritage conservation
including: history and philosophy of heritage conservation
in different cultural contexts, documentation, sustainable
development and management of heritage, socio-cultural
issues and advocacy.

IFT offers a bachelor degree programme in Heritage
Management.  The inspiration from this Retreat, the
Institute s involvement in cultural tourism and heritage
education and training projects in the region, as well as the
recent establishment of the IFT Heritage Studies Centre will
move this programme forward. IFT student, Inaciso Chan,
is doing his internship at the Bangkok office of the UNESCO
Regional Advisor for Culture in Asia and the Pacific.  He
assisted in the Directors  Retreat in Chiang Mai.

Dr. Fanny Vong
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Industry executive mentors IFT Students

The mentoring group grew from a few students into a close-

knit network of graduates-to-be who possess a clear focus

on what they want to achieve in life and how to go about

getting it.  At the beginning of the evening meetings in the

IFT Windows Cafeter ia ,  Grant  estab l ished an

atmosphere of openness and trust by stating ground rules -

whatever was said within the group would stay within the

group.  He explained, Students have such wonderful

aspirations.  But, they are sometimes afraid to talk about

them for fear of ridicule.  A trusting environment is a must

for them to express themselves.

The mentees have enjoyed the sessions as well as the

bonding with Grant and with one another.  Leo gushed, I

love this type of activity!

Sandy, the group s cheerful spokesperson, reported that

the group learnt many things, including how to look toward

the future to select their ideal careers from amongst the

many tempting job offers open to them in Macao.

If executives reading this are also willing to share some

valuable time in mentoring IFT students, kindly contact our

Student Counsellor, Ms Doris Ip at doris@ift.edu.mo.

Dr. Cheng Soo May
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Graduating IFT students had an opportunity to evaluate their

sel f - image, their  career expectat ions and their

understanding of career opportunities under the guidance

of Mr. Grant Bowie, a casino industry veteran based in

Macao.

Grant has a wealth of experience from New Zealand,

Australia and Macao where he has been involved with

auditing, and then managing, casino hotels like Jupiters on

the Gold Coast of Queensland, Australia, and the Wynn

Macau.   His generosity to give something back to the

community has moved him to participate actively in several

community and industry steering committees as well as this

mentoring exercise.  Grant has expressed strong belief in

the potential of Macao s young, and hopes that experienced

executives will help nurture this potential.  He will be

keeping in touch with his first group of IFT mentees, and

coming back next semester to mentor a new group.

While finalising the selection of local applicants, IFT has

commenced recruitment activities in the mainland.  The

National Education Department authorised IFT to recruit

mainland high school graduates from 25 provinces or cities

for the new academic year.  As part of an arrangement of

the Tertiary Education Services Office, IFT, together with

other local higher education institutions, embarked on a

promotion tour to Tianjin, Harbin of Heilongjiang,

Shijiazhuang of Hebei, Jinan, Shanghai and Nanjing.˚˚ We

also visited Provincial or Municipal Admission Offices to

discuss how to improve and simplify the application

procedures.

Student recruitment activities in Mainland

IFT also participated in the Zhuhai Student Recruitment Fair

and an online enquiry meeting (based in Guangzhou) in

June.

Louisa Lam
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 Mr. Grant Bowie with IFT mentees
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Working with UNWTO for enhancing tourism education

Being a member of the UNWTO Education and Science

Council, IFT attended the annual Council meeting and the

UNWTO Ulysses Conference in Madrid.  The annual

meeting discusses strategic directions of the Council to

Heritage Research at Kaiping Diaolou World Heritage Site

by Ms. Selia Jinhua Tan, Director of the Research Center

for Kaiping Diaolou in China, on 2 May.

Strategic Marketing for Exhibitions  by Ms. Annie Ma, Vice

President Aerospace & Aviation Group — Asia of the Reed

Exhibitions Ltd. in Hong Kong, on 2 May.

Current & Future Developments of Macau.Com  by Ms.

Christina Siaw, CEO of Macau.com, on 8 May.

Experiences in Hong Kong Event Management  by Mr.

Robert Rogers, Director of Events Management And

Production Limited in Hong Kong, on 14 May.

Six Star Customer Service  by Ms. Hannah Tunnicliffe,

Director of Human Resources of Crown Macau, on 16 May.

At Your Service: Human Resources as the Key to Excellent

A hearty Thank You  to our guest speakers

Service Quality  by Ms. Ooi Lay Peng, Vice President of

Human Resources of MGM Grand Paradise Ltd., on 16 May.

Vision & Mission of a Travel Services Co.  by Mr. Steve

Huen, Executive Director of EGL Tours Co. Ltd. in Hong

Kong, on 16 May.

Hotel-restaurant co-branding  by Dr. Asli Tasci, Asst. Prof.

of the Hong Kong Polytechnic University, on 19 May.

Managing Your Research and Your Research Career  by

Prof. Hailin Qu, from Oklahoma State University, on 2 June.

Tamami Ogata
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UNESCO Cultural Heritage Specialist Guides training in Khon Kaen

Dr. Sharif Shams Imon and Mr. Ong Chin Ee were invited

to assist in conducting the National Training-of-Trainers

Workshop on Cultural Tourism Sites Management and

Guiding  held in Khon Kaen on 26-27 May. This workshop

was conducted jointly with the UNESCO programme

Training-of-Trainers for Cultural Heritage Specialist Guides.

Tamami Ogata

achieve its mission of contributing to the creation,

codification, transfer and application of knowledge, and to

innovation in the content and procedures of tourism policy

and governance in tourism, for the benefit of the Member

States of UNWTO, in close collaboration with the Innovation

and Knowledge Management Unit as well as with the rest

of the Affiliate Members.  IFT is in discussion with UNWTO

and the Themis Foundation concerning collaborative

projects in the coming year.

Dr. Fanny Vong
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From left: Dr. Vicente Moles (CEO of UNWTO Themis Foundation), Dr. Fanny

Vong, Mr. Francesco Frangialli (UNWTO Secretary-General), Dr. Marina Novelli,

and Dr. Alexey Seselkin
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15th APETIT Executive Committee Meeting and 5th General Council Meeting in Iran

The Network of Asia-Pacific Education and Training
Institutes in Tourism (APETIT) was established by the United
Nations Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the
Pacific (UNESCAP) in September 1997, with The Institute
For Tourism Studies as one of the co-founders and President
of the Network during 1999-2001.

The purpose of the Network is: to strengthen the institutional
capabilities of countries  tourism training, education and
research institutes; to encourage cooperation amongst them;
and, to overcome the quantitative and qualitative shortages
of human resources in the tourism industry.  IFT has been
an Executive Member since APETIT s establishment and
has again been appointed for 2006-2009.

During the 15th Executive Committee meeting and the 5th

General Council meeting held this May in Iran, the Seminar
on the Promotion of Cultural Tourism  was held.

Since the Network has been in operation for more than ten
years, future directions of APETIT were discussed.  It was
agreed that members will take over the coordinating role
from UNESCAP.  As such, IFT will be the first coordinating
institute from the end of 2008 to the end of 2010.

The Task Force will also continue discussion on possible
improvements to the Marco Polo Programme for student
exchange (launched in academic year 2006/07).

Louisa Lam
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Public seminars
management personnel and staff in fulfil l ing their

professional responsibilities.

Dr. Elsey Barry, Senior Lecturer from the International

Graduate School of Business at the University of South

Australia, and Dr. Rex Chi-Hang Tse, CEO of Wing Wah

Food Manufacturing, discussed Changing the Behaviour

of Traditional Bakers in a Chinese multi-family owned food

company through Workplace Action Learning,  on 8 May.

They explained the rationale for designing and implementing

an action learning and research process to significantly

transform the work behaviour of tradition-bound bakers.

Embracing leading ideas of a new workplace culture leads

to diversification of the product and improves the competitive

performance of the company.
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Professor Richard Butler, Professor in the Department of

Hospitality and Tourism Management, University of

Straghclyde, delivered a public seminar on Working for

Quality Tourism for the Visitor — What Macao can do?  on 2

April.  He spoke about the feasibility of Macao achieving a

measure of sustainability in tourism.  This included important

strategies and steps that could be taken by tourism and

hospitality organisations, including government agencies.

Professor Bruce Prideaux, Professor of Marketing and

Tourism Management at James Cook University in Australia,

delivered a public seminar on Is Climate Change Something

to Really Worry About — Roll the Dice and see how we Fare,

on 3 April.  He explored a number of issues surrounding

climate change as well as how it might affect us on a

personal level and at an industry level.

Mr. Grant Bowie, Former President and General Manager

of Wynn Resorts (Macau) and Adjunct Professor in Tourism

and Leisure Management of the University of Queensland,

talked about The Organic Organisation — A World of Chaos,

on 21 April. He shared his experiences and showed that

everything is connected and that success comes from the

opportunities created by an uncertain world.

Mr. Cliff Wallace, Managing Director of Hong Kong

Convention and Exhibition Centre (Management) Ltd. Spoke

about Risk Management  on 28 April.  He discussed several

aspects that must receive regular attention from venue

 IFT elected to be the first coordinating institute of APETIT
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Slow Food culture at IFT

On 16 May, the Tourism Event Management Year 2 students

held a press conference in the Auditorium of IFT to raise

awareness about the quality of meals served in primary and

secondary schools in Macao.  The vector to achieve this

objective was the use of Slow Food Convivium Macao to

create and host an event.

Eight media organisations participated in the press

conference during which students answered questions.  The

local TV station, TDM, did a broadcast the same day, and

the Hong Kong TV station, ATV, featured parts of the evening

proceedings on Sunday, 25 May.  The aftermath of the press

conference saw a presentation of the dishes the students

On 19 May, I attended a talk co-sponsored by IFT and Area H1 Toastmasters delivered

by Anne Barab.  Coming from the U.S., she is a resilience expert, former school

board member and professional speaker.  The topic was So You Want to be Funny?

- How to Put Humour in Your Presentations. 

Being humorous is not only a gift; it can also be learned.  There were a few basic

strategies explained; I found the Rule of Three  the easiest.  When you are talking

with someone and you want to be humorous, you may adopt a pattern in the first two

notes (the set-up ) and then make a sudden twist on the third.  Here is an example

from Anne: I m a very forgetful person. I forget names, I forget faces, and I forget

what I ve forgotten.

When the other person in the conversation does not expect this sudden twist, s/he

would probably find it humorous.  If s/he giggles at that, congratulations, you ve got it!

Very often, we may fall into the trap of giving a well-prepared and informative

presentation, and yet audiences find it torturous because it is boring.  A little sense of

humour in our presentation will make the situation a lot different.  Remember,

vegetables are healthy but we need a little salad dressing to spice up the dish.

Samson Leong

� V� R�� !"#$%&'()*+,-eN�� !"�� !"#\=J=�� 
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Learn to be funny

believe could provide a viable alternative to what is currently

produced and served in school canteens.  These dishes

were cooked by students with the help of two culinary

legends in Macao: Chef Herv  Lemonon from Mandarin

Oriental for the dessert section and Chef David Wong,

Executive Assistant Manager at IFT for the appetisers and

main courses.

The eventful day finished with a showcase dinner presented

in a buffet to a full house in the Educational Restaurant.

Talented entertainers delighted the guests with magic

performances, instrumental jazz pieces and songs.  In the

process, the class of Tourism Event Management raised

MOP3,000, which was donated to Mr. Pun, representative

of Caritas Macau.

Dr. Baudouin Neirynck

�� !=J=�� !"#$%&'()*+,-./012
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Students hold press conference to raise awareness of Slow Food culture

Anne Barab shares tips on using humour
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Teamwork + Experience + Goal = SUCCESS

The Food Fair 2008 , held on 22 May, offered students an
opportunity to apply practical operations knowledge.  Within
one month s time, marketing strategy, promotional tactics,
budgeting, packaging and preparations of booth decoration,
as well as risk management and labour allocation were well
planned and implemented.

Angel s Corner  was the theme and name of our booth. It
symbolises love and warmth.  Among our promotional

tactics, we arranged an Angel  as an ambassador to
introduce our products, along with an attractive PowerPoint
presentation. We also added directional footprints on the
floor.
˚˚
Although challenging, it was our honour to have such an
opportunity to help the victims of the Sichuan Earthquake
by donating all revenues from this Food Fair to the Macau
SAR Red Cross.
˚˚˚
We say Thank you  to IFT and all our instructors, especially
Ms. Deborah Vong, for giving us guidance and assistance.
˚
Angie Chan, Grace Chiang, Linda Leong & Theresa Vong
Students of Diploma in Event & Tourism Management

�R�OO�� !=�� !"#OMMU��� !"#$%
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The Pre-service Vocational Training Programme was
launched in September 2006. Over 3500 students have
obtained technical competence to prepare themselves for
further pursuit of higher education or career development.

The programme is designed to equip senior high school
students with professional knowledge and technical skills
in tourism and hospitality. As part of extracurricular activities,
students develop or diversify their interests and capabilities.

According to Ms. Leong, Vice President of Escola Fong
Chong da Taipa, Students evaluated this course as useful
since they could immediately apply hands-on skills such as
table etiquette and servicing. With the rapid development
of the tourism industry in Macao, we were happy to
incorporate this programme into our regular curriculum. It is
important for our students to have up-to-date knowledge in
the tourism and hospitality field.

The Course Coordinator, Mr. Lai of Escola Tong Sin Tong
expressed students  praise, If given the range of 1 to 10 in
evaluating the overall effectiveness of this course, (it) rates
7. This year we have added Hospitality English, which
students would not be able to learn in their regular English
course.

Another School Coordinator in extra-curricular activities,
Mr. Wong, believed that the course would prepare students
who might not consider further pursuit of higher education
but want some hands-on skills. The school looks for courses
popular in the industry such as Events and Tourism
Operations.

Pre-service Vocational Training Programme 2008/09
Ms. Ng of Col gio do Sagrado Cora o de Jesus, Chinese
Section said, The selection criteria of extracurricular
courses depends very much on the availability of such a
course. Obviously, Western Restaurant Service Skills would
be one that cannot be conducted by our school.  This year,
we have also applied for Hospitality English, which we
believe would be helpful for students wishing to enrol in
higher education.

This year, three more courses were added to address the
training needs of most schools. No course fee is required
for senior high school students.  The programme offers the
following courses on an elective basis:

√ Western Restaurant Service Skills
√ Customer Service Skills
√ Hospitality English
√ Introduction to Macao Cultural Heritage

(walking tour inclusive)
√ Introduction to Tourism and Event Operations
√ Introduction to Hotel Operations

Further information about the courses can be retrieved
through http://www.ift.edu.mo/en/programmes/secondary.
aspx or contact Ms. Joyce Wong at 85061200/
joyce@ift.edu.mo.

PACES
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PACES students put what they learned into practice
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Dean s List of Fall Semester of 2007/08
Twenty students have been nominated for the Dean s list:

Chan Cheng Chu, Irene (Hotel Management Year 1)

Ho Teng U, Genevieve (Hotel Management Year 1)

Law Wai Long, Way (Hotel Management Year 1)

Liu Hanjie, Iris (Hotel Management Year 1)

Qi Ying, Erica (Tourism Business Management Year 1)

Tam Ka Wun, Karen (Hotel Management Year 1)

Tang Lun Fai, Jason (Hotel Management Year 1)

Wan Ka In, Cecilia (Hotel Management Year 1)

Zhang Wenjia, Renee (Hotel Management Year 1)

Im Ut Lon, Billy (Hotel Management Year 2)

Li Lin, Cathy (Hotel Management Year 2)

Mak Un In, Edith (Hotel Management Year 2)

Zhang Xiaoyue, Carol (Tourism Business Management Year 2)

Chan Inaciso Pang Chi, Inaciso (Heritage Management Year 3)

Ho Kuai San, Canny (Tourism Event Management Year 3)

Inspired by Dr. Baudouin Neirynck, Lecturer in wine studies,

the Wine Appreciation Club was founded in February.  This

student-based leisure club is for all the student wine lovers

at IFT.  As the first wine-related association among the

universities of Macao, the club aims to promote the culture

and enjoyment brought from wine.

The main objective of the club is to initiate a platform for

students to relax from school work, improve their wine

knowledge, and build up networks with fellow students and

people from wine industries.  Such related knowledge and

skills are very important for hospitality students in their future

career development.

Wine Appreciation Club founded

Wong Ka Lai, Carrie (Heritage Management Year 3)

Ieong Hio Ian, Natalie (Tourism Business Management Year 4)

Anne Berendina Maria Nieuwenburg (Exchange Student

from NHTV Breda University of Applied Sciences in The

Netherlands)

Nicole Ashley Rossley (Exchange Student from University

of New Brunswick Saint John in Canada)

Xu Dan, Daphne (Exchange Student from Zhejiang

University City College in P. R. China)

Let s congratulate them on their great achievement in the

last semester.

Louisa Lam

�� OM�� !"�#$%&'(

The club has already successfully organised wine tasting

seminars and invited sponsors and guests from the wine

industry.  The next event of the club will be held in the Wine

Museum of Macao.

Joe Yang

President of Wine Appreciation Club
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Affinity cards delivery

On 15, 16 and 19 May, the Student Union arranged a three-

day fund raising activity for the Sichuan earthquake relief

effort, (since we could not go and help the victims directly).

The Affinity Cards Delivery  programme raised MOP65,000

from our staff and schoolmates!   On 20 May this fund for

the victims of Sichuan was passed to the Liaison Office of

the Central People s Government in the Macao SAR.  We

hope that our contribution could instil hope.

Students Union
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Wine Appreciation Club members toast club s founding
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Student Union activities

Unforgettable experience at Northern Arizona University
us a chance to interact with those local students, as well as

to advertise Macao.  We will never forget those times in the

United States.

We enjoyed and learned much while there. Finally, we are

really thankful to have been given such a precious

opportunity, and we say thank you to IFT and NAU.

Tourism Business Management Year 2 —

Jennifer Sio Wai Kei &

Heritage Management Year 2 — Karena Lao Chi Kio
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In January, we went for our one semester exchange

programme at Northern Arizona University (NAU), USA.

During that five-month stay, we were independent, we

experienced varied cultures and made a lot of friends!  We

joined many activities organised by NAU, which provided

Badminton Competition

�� !"#$
IFT Football Competition
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Farewell Party for Exchange Students
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IFT Sports T-shirt Design Competition
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Incident of the little red book - Fair-haired guy singing contest 2008

OMMU�� !"#$%& '()*+

Jennifer & Karena enjoyed NAU s cultural blend


